
F-003-001

Thank you for taking the time to submit your comments on the I-5 CRC

DEIS.
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F-003-002

Your description of the DEIS alternatives is accurate. Following the close

of the 60-day DEIS public comment period in July 2008, the CRC

project's six local sponsor agencies selected a replacement I-5 bridge

with light rail to Clark College as the project's Locally Preferred

Alternative (LPA). These sponsor agencies, which include the Portland

City Council, Vancouver City Council, TriMet Board, C-TRAN Board,

Metro Council, RTC Board, considered the DEIS analysis, public

comment, and a recommendation from the CRC Task Force when voting

on the LPA.

With the LPA, new bridges will replace the existing Interstate Bridges to

carry I-5 traffic, light rail, pedestrians and bicyclists across the Columbia

River. Light rail will extend from the Expo Center MAX Station in Portland

to a station and park and ride at Clark College in Vancouver. Pedestrians

and bicyclists would travel along a wider and safer path than exists

today.

For a more detailed description of highway, transit, and bicycle and

pedestrian improvements associated with the LPA, see Chapter 2 of the

FEIS.
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F-003-003

The relevant significance of the various 4(f) resources, including the

significance of the portion of each 4(f) resource that would be impacted,

and how that impact would affect the resource’s relevant characteristics,

are all part of the project team’s analysis of project alternatives, potential

measures to minimize harm, and ultimately the determination of the least

harm alternative. We included such considerations in the Section 4(f)

Evaluation and have updated them in the Final Section 4(f) Evaluation to

reflect any revisions in the proposed action.  The LPA has incorporated

all reasonable measures to minimize harm, including the "intermediate I-

5 alignment" that reduces impacts to the VNHR.

 

F-003-004

Graphics in the Final Section 4(f) Evaluation show the proposed 4(f)

property acquisitions as well as the project footprint within those

acquisition areas.

The Section 4(f) Evaluation included with the DEIS included ground level

photographs for all of the historic resources but not all of the park or

recreation resources. We have included such photographs for all

affected resources in the Final Section 4(f) Evaluation. The DEIS

provided visual simulations where the visual and aesthetic impacts were

thought to have the greatest potential impact, including the view from the

Fort Vancouver (“Kanaka”) Village. Other views, such as those from

Leverich Park or the East Delta Park ball fields would be very minimally

impacted, and therefore the project team did not invest in the simulations

from these viewpoints.

The Final Section 4(f) Evaluation provides more references to the total

acreages of the Section 4(f) resources when discussing how much area

will be “used.”
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F-003-005

The Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) addresses the resolution of

adverse effects to historic properties, pursuant to Section 106 of the

National Historic Preservation Act. Studies to identify avoidance and

minimization measures were conducted, and the reports of that

discovery work are available with the FEIS and Final Section 4(f)

Evaluation. Additionally, the project team partnered with the National

Park Service (NPS) to ensure archaeological resources in the

VNHR were identified and appropriately addressed during the course of

project development.

 

F-003-006

Analysis of proposed construction activities has indicated that the

Barracks Hospital would not be adversely affected by construction

vibration. In addition, by restricting and monitoring vibration-producing

activities, vibration from construction would be kept to a minimum.

During construction the project will monitor activities that may produce

vibration levels near structures, especially unreinforced masonry

structures such as the Barracks Hospital. The noise and vibration

technical analysis identifies no vibration impact at this location. Even so,

due to the regional and national significance of these resources, the

project is commited to a vibration monitoring program.

 

F-003-007

The Final Section 4(f) Evaluation has indicated that the impact on the

Barracks Hospital would be a “use” (not a “constructive use”) under

Section 4(f); it would be an adverse effect under Section 106. There

would be no constructive use of the non-commissioned officer’s

duplexes. While the project would have a small impact on views from

these resources, those views and settings are already substantially

altered compared to historic conditions. The project would also not

impede views of the resources from other locations. See the MOA for the

mitigation and enhancement measures.
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F-003-008

We have more clearly documented that the Old Apple Tree Park and the

Heritage Apple Tree are part of the VNHR and the Fort Vancouver

(“Kanaka”) Village in the FEIS and Final Section 4(f) Evaluation.

 

F-003-009

The SR-14 Interchange designs evaluated in the DEIS have since been

refined as the project team has worked to succesfully avoid impacts to

the Old Apple Tree Park and the Heritage Apple Tree. The design

refinements to that interchange place the I-5 northbound to SR-14

eastbound ramp further north and west. As documented in the Final

Section 4(f) Evaluation, the LPA would have no use of Apple Tree Park

and no impact on the Old Apple Tree.

 

F-003-010

The FEIS Parks and Recreation Technical Report contains information

about Old Apple Tree Park serving as an entrance to the Land

Bridge. As the LPA does not use the Old Apple Tree Park, an expanded

discussion in the Final Section 4(f) Evaluation was deemed

unnecessary.

Resources protected by the FLP prgram are discussed in Section 3.7,

Parks and Recreation, in the FEIS. Nessesary mitigation for impacts to

these recources is being coordinated through the National Park Service

FLP program contact, as suggested. The LPA will have no impact on the

FLP-protected Heritage Apple Tree.
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F-003-011

Per guidance provided by the Section 4(f) Policy Paper, Item #14

(FHWA, March 1, 2005), the Lewis and Clark Historic Trail is not

protected by Section 4(f) and is therefore not mentioned in the Draft or

Final Section 4(f) Evaluation. According to the Policy Paper: “Public Law

95-625 provides that, no land or site located along a designated national

historic trail or along the Continental Divide National Scenic Trail shall be

subject to the provisions of Section 4(f) of the Department of

Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. 1653(f)) unless such land or site is

deemed to be of historical significance under appropriate historical site

criteria, such as those for the National Register of Historic Places. Only

lands or sites adjacent to historic trails that are on or eligible for the

National Register of Historic Places are subject to Section 4(f).

Otherwise (pursuant to Public Law 95-625), national historic trails are

exempt from Section 4(f).” The Lewis and Clark Historic Trail has

been added to the Parks and Recreations Section of the FEIS but is

not a part of the Final Section 4(f) Evaluation. Impacts to this resource

would be similar to impacts occurring to the Lower Columbia River Water

Trail, which was included in the DEIS, and mimics the conceptual path of

the Lewis and Clark Historic Trail through the CRC project area.

 

F-003-012

Since the DEIS, updated constructability analysis indicates that some

land in East Delta Park would be temporarily used during construction.

 Less than one acre of the 80+ acre East Delta Park would be

temporarily occupied during the reconstruction of the Marine Drive

Interchange. This temporary use, which would occur at the northernmost

corner of the park, would result in the temporary displacement of some

vegetation. This area would be occupied for less than 180 days. No

Section 6(f) conversion would be required for this temporary occupancy.

This impact is discussed in Section 3.7, Parks and Recreation, of the

FEIS as well as the Section 4(f) Evaluation in Chapter 5.
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F-003-013

As documented in Section 3.7, Parks and Recreation, the project would

require a small acquisition of land from Marshall Community Park. This

resource is identified as protected by the FLP Program, per DOI

guidance. Nessesary mitigation for impacts to this resource is being

coordinated through the National Park Service FLP program contact, as

suggested.

 

F-003-014

The project team values USFWS and InterCEP input.

 

F-003-015

The project team appreciates your input on this matter.

 

F-003-016

Through on-going coordination with USFWS, NMFS, WDFW and ODFW,

the project team has further developed and refined storm water

treatment, pier design and in-water construction approaches.  Related

impacts and mitigation for the LPA are described in FEIS Sections 3.14

Water Quality and Hydrology, 3.15 Wetlands and Jurisdictional Waters,

and 3.16 Ecosystems.  While the existing highway in this section of I-5

currently has over 200 acres of untreated, pollutant-generating

impervious surfaces (PGIS), the LPA will treat the runoff from all PGIS in

this section of I-5.

As you noted, of the build alternatives in the DEIS, alternatives 2 and 3

would have the least overall fill in the Columbia River, and the STHP

(stacked transit highway bridge option - also known as the 2-bridge

option) would further reduce the number and volume of piers in the

water. The LPA analyzed in the FEIS is a variation on alternative 3 and

incorporates the 2-bridge option in order to reduce fill in the river.  Since
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the DEIS, the estimated size of these piers has been further reduced, as

reflected in the FEIS, Biological Assessment and Biological Opinion. 

 

F-003-017

The LPA includes bridge design and bridge construction techniques that

help to reduce the anticipated number of seasons that in-water work will

be required. This is reflected in the FEIS and the Biological Opinion.  In

addition, construction-related best management practices and other

minimization measures are discussed in the FEIS and Biological

Opinion.
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F-003-018

Various aspects of the LPA help to reduce impacts to aquatic species. 

As noted, the LPA is a variation on alternative 3 from the DEIS and

incorporates the STHB (2-bridge) option, thus reducing the number and

volume of piers in the water compared to other build alternatives.  The

LPA also incorporates various measures to reduce impacts to the VNHR.

These include the “intermediate alignment” for I-5 through downtown

Vancouver, modifications to the SR14/I-5 interchange, and other

minimization measures as described in the Section 4(f) Evaluation.

 

F-003-019

Thank you for your comments on this matter. See the response to

comment F-003-018 above.

 

F-003-020

Thank you for your input. The Park Service's position on the visual

impacts of the lift towers contributed to the selection of the Replacement

Bridge as the Locally Preferred Alternative.

 

F-003-021

Various mitigation measures have been incorporated into project design

and are documented in the Final Section 4(f) Evaluation. In the

Memorandum of Agreement for Section 106 impacts, the project has

also committed to providing financial support for the development of a

curation and museum facility within the VNHR.
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F-003-022

By restricting and monitoring vibration-producing activities, construction

vibration damage would be avoided.  The construction contract

specifications will contain a section specific to vibration that will require

vibration monitoring of all activities that may produce vibration levels at

or above 0.5 inch per second whenever there are structures located near

the construction activity, and especially near un-reinforced masonry

structures such as the Barracks Hospital.  Additional construction and

operational vibration analysis will be performed during final design. The

Community Connector is a proposed element of the project. However,

since the release of the DEIS, both the NPS and Washington

Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation have indicated that

they do not consider the connector itself to be historic resource

mitigation.

 

F-003-023

Through consultation and coordination since receipt of this comment

letter, the NPS has indicated that mitigation for impacts to the VNHR

should be realized through the development of a new curation and

exhibition facility within the VNHR, as described in the MOA.

 

F-003-024

Thank you for partnering with us in the development of suitable

treatments along the very significant properties adjacent to the Interstate.

The project's commitment to the Community Connector, noise mitigation,

and avoidance and minimization of historic impacts represents our

collective understanding of the local, regional, and national significance

on the VNHR.

 

F-003-025

The final mitigation plan has been based on the impacts of the LPA, and

on input from the VNHR partners including the NPS.  Mitigation at the
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VNHR is being closely coordinated with the NPS.  Appropriate elements

of the final mitigation plan have been incorporated into the Final EIS

and the Section 106 MOA.

 

F-003-026

The project team has invited each of the eleven consulting tribes (and

offered to provide reimbursement for their efforts) to prepare their oral

histories regarding, among other things, traditional uses within the

general CRC Project area. To date, two of the tribes have accepted the

invitation.  These oral histories will help the tribes maintain a record of

traditional uses of the area, and help further define the ethnohistoric and

cultural anthropology of the area.  

 

F-003-027

The project team has coordinated with consulting parties as identified

under Section 106 of the Historic Preservation Act, including the NPS

and its partners, to fulfill the Section 106 process. We have made

commitments to appropriate evaluation, cataloguing, and mitigation for

impacts after avoidance and minimization efforts have been exhausted. 

All archaeological and cultural resources are being addressed through

the Section 106 process (36 CFR 800).

 

F-003-028

The DEIS listed a variety of measures to consider as potential mitigation

and enhancement for historic resources. The final set of mitigation

documented in the Section 106 Memorandum of Agreement has been

developed with input from VNHR partners including agreement from the

NPS. 

 

F-003-029

Minimization and mitigation measures may contribute to appropriate

rehabilitation of directly impacted resources. Regarding construction
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noise, we understand the need, for example, to have a historically

appropriate setting for significant public events such as Brigade

Encampment, Campfires and Candlelight, and the like.  We will work

with NPS programming leads to minimize impacts to these events. 

 

F-003-030

The project has benefitted from continued discussions with DOI

throughout the development of the FEIS both through our ongoing

coordination with state and federal regulatory agencies through the

InterCEP group, and separately as needed through meetings with DOI

staff. Please contact us with any thoughts about our intended approach

to addressing your issues and concerns as outlined in this letter.
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F-003-031

See responses to comments in the preceding letter. Thank you for

submitting this documentation.
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